In case you missed it when it first came out in 2004, in 2014, or now ---- the pedophilia and ritual murder accusations are real. Fully documented. Proven. The sufferings of these dear ones mirror the innocent suffering of Yeshuah.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marc_Dutroux#The_X_files


https://archive.ph/jxiLV#selection-3715.53-3715.70


https://www.theguardian.com/world/2002/may/05/dutroux.featuresreview

https://topdocumentaryfilms.com/marc-dutroux-monster-belgium/

For centuries Mystery Babylon, imported into "Christianity" by the Roman Emperor Constantine, has existed within and operated in tandem as "the Great Secret" of
the Roman Papacy representing both the Pope and the Pontiff, the Angel and the Devil, their version of "Christianity" centered around "The Anointed One", and the ancient Devil Worship devoted to the "goddesses" and snakes.

https://www.brighteon.com/b3b06189-4a62-4086-8732-6355c7ff3ce8

Yes, we now know, for sure, exactly what "Mystery Babylon" means and what this evil doctrine practices and teaches, and we know who/what the "the Great Whore" is. The Jews call this particular goddess "The Great Abomination" or "Ashtoreth". The Egyptians call her "Isis". The Turks called her "Cybele" and the Greeks called her "Sybil". And the Southern Celts called her..... "Columbia" as in "District of Columbia".

She is always represented as a beautiful woman with rays of light coming out of her head, often holding a torch or a lamp, and often accompanied by an owl or other "creature of the night". And guess what the Grand Lodge of the Freemasons in Paris sent us as a "gift" that still stands in New York Harbor?

Yes, a giant idol of "Columbia", rayed head, torch, and all. No doubt they snicker and nick elbows as the clueless Americans continue to call this thing the "Statue of Liberty".

But at the same time, this reveals who the "Freemasons" are at the top of their Totem Pole.

By association, the Roman Catholic Church is also being called "the Great Whore", and truly innocent Catholics and "Christians" of other stripes are being persecuted for the sins of the Pontiffs.
It is by this and other means that the Tricksters and Liars, spawn of the Devil, contrive to frame our country for their crimes, and harness our resources by telling us more lies. "You have to sign up for a Social Security Number." "You have to sign up for Selective Service." "You have to...." And they conveniently fail to finish the disclosure by saying, "You have to.....if you are standing in our jurisdiction.....if you are one of us....."

There are other goddesses they worship, too, like Justicia, otherwise known as "Lilith" ---the fire-breathing, skull-crunching, blood-slavering goddess who murders the living and judges the dead. She's the special goddess of the Inquisition, and of the Department of Justice (wink, wink).

Don't believe it? As Patrick Jordan points out in his excellent Youtube video called "Broken Treaty" --- just pull up a copy of the Department of Justice's Seal and read the Latin Motto: "Qui Pro Domina Justitia Sequitur." --- "He who follows the Goddess Justicia."

This is a Good Friday message to America, and a Special Message to all DOJ/Department of Justice employees: did you know that you are working for the Inquisition, and supposed to be devil-worshiping devotees of the Goddess Justicia? And if you're not Catholic, you won't get promoted?

Guess how many attorneys readily compromise their sanity and become literal devotees of Lilith? And members of the Inquisition?

Ditto all IRS/Internal Revenue Service employees. The same applies to you, and indeed, to most Federal workers. Postal workers are supposed to worship Mercury. LOL.
If you don't want to be part of the "troubles" owed to Mystery Babylon and the persecution owed to these False "Christians", it's time to find a different job.

And it's time for the rest of us to take heed of the warnings we were given. "When you see the Great Abomination standing where it should not stand...." --- in New York Harbor, it's time to get a move on. And time to call for the Spirit of the True God to defend us.

---------------------------
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